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USING This BOOK

The Name it! tab directs children to name letters. Have the
child point to each solid black letter and name it. Letters may be
taught randomly, but teach uppercase and lowercase separately.

Name it!

The Trace it! tab directs children to trace the outlined letters.
Have the child use his/her ﬁnger to move slowly along the yellow
lines in the suggested directions.

Trace it!

The Sound it! tab directs children to sound out the letters.
Have the child point to each letter of the alphabet and vocalize
the phoneme (unit of sound) for it.

Sound it!

The Connect it! tab helps children to associate each letter‛s
sound as it is used in naming a familiar image. Have the child
point to and name the corresponding pictures, stressing the
initial sounds.

Connect it!

The Build it! tab directs children to use the various stick, curve
and circle cutouts, found at the back of this book, to build each
letter. Adults will need to prepare the cutouts for use.

Build it!

Studies show that quality early childhood education contributes to improved social skills, better
performance in school and passion for lifelong learning. Key elements such as letter recognition, the
alphabetic principle and phonemic awareness are foundational to early childhood education and
academic success for young learners. This resource book is designed to support these key elements.
The color-coded tabs promote visual, tactile, auditory and kinesthetic learning experiences. As you
work through the book, progress at a pace that is best for the child. Have patience … and have fun!

This part of the
book offers added
information for teaching and
learning the alphabet!

In this part
of the book Habari, our
learning friend, highlights
a few fun facts!

Sound it!

Aa

Trace it!

Name it!

Aa

Connect it!

1 2

2

Build it!

1

3

astronaut, alligator, apple

Letter“A”Has OTHER SOUNDS!

The letter “a” is a vowel. It can have a short sound as in apple,
alligator or astronaut. It also can have a long sound as in acorn, apron or angel.
Using alliteration improves the child‛s ability to recognize word-sound
connections. Example: Astronauts enjoy apples with alligators after dark.
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Bb

Bb
1 2

1

2

balloon, banana, bed

The alphabet all started in ancient
Africa. In early Egypt, people used
a unique system of pictorial writings called
hieroglyphics. It greatly inﬂuenced other writing systems.
Over many years, the modern English alphabet evolved.
It represents the phonemes within the spoken language
and consists of 26 letters in uppercase and lowercase forms.
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Sound it!

Cc

Trace it!

Name it!

Cc

Connect it!

1

Build it!

1

car, carrot, cat

That’s My Name!!!

It is okay to teach letter recognition in random order. Since
the letters in the name of the child have important meaning and value, start with
these. For each of these letters, help the child ﬁnd pictures in this book
that begin with those letters. Once the child has accomplished this, move on
to other letters.
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